Terminological control of 'Anonymous Groups' for catalogues of audiovisual television documents JORGE CALDERA-SERRANO
This article discusses the exceptional nature of the description of moving images for television archives, deriving from their audiovisual nature, and of the specifications in the queries of journalists as users of the Document Information System. It is suggested that there is a need to control completely 'Anonymous Groups' -groups without any established nameusing current guidelines for authority data control. The article describes how 'Proper Names' access points can be established for the appropriate interrogation of moving image databases.
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DOCUMENTATION AND TELEVISION
Communications media have evolved hand in hand with technological transformation and progress. Humans' inborn need to communicate led to the first medium for the global transmission of information -movable type -followed by the rotary printing press. But the need for information has always been in continual growth, so that inventions such as the telegraph had to be adapted for the transmission of information by airwaves. Indeed, radio was one of our society's great technological and democratizing advances. There is no doubt that it is television which has succeeded in making McLuhan's ideamembership of a global village, in other words, the existence of a television tribe -a reality, since families gather around the television both to access information and for entertainment. Communication media are controlled by large companies which control and access information by methods that are close to being a monopoly. They control both print and broadcast media, although it is in television that they are waging the fiercest battles for control.
The 'fourth estate' collects, disseminates and preserves a great quantity of information. This information is thematically diverse, and exists in a wide variety of formats and platforms. To control such an important business asset, practically all television broadcasters have set up a documentation service that is responsible for both the reporting and training requirements of their journalists, and the conservation of the firm's intellectual and cultural patrimony.
These information systems or services have complex structures and frameworks and well-developed databases but despite this, they lack the determination of the 'anonymous groups', which is defined here as a collective of people, a legal entity or a real person, with a common designation but lacking the character of entity that grants a clear designation. 
TELEVISION ARCHIVE DATABASES
The centres of documentation are just the visible aspect of a great web of documentation involving different classes of documents, a vast variety of platforms dealing with the most disparate requirements of the end users. The computerization of documentation structures is a reality that is sustained by a constant exchange of information between documentalists and communications scientists aimed at enabling the preservation of and access to information by means of a standard set of parameters agreed upon by both. Out of this agreement, in which communication and understanding are indispensable, has arisen the conceptual structures of the databases that hold the information.
The basic types of information contained in current databases seem destined to carry over into the foreseeable future. Arranging them by area, we shall complete this section by indicating the principal aspects of television databases.
Control data. This includes data referring to the material itself -recording, entry date, level of analysis etc. -and aspects of control of the documentalist's output.
Data related to physical aspects. The physical description has been one of the aspects that has evolved most clearly with digitization. Nonetheless, there will have to be data categories designated relating to audio and video (sound track, image track), and to the platforms, formats and duration.
Headings that identify the information. Examples are the programme titles, news headlines, names of series, special reports and all the other formats used in television.
Sound and picture description of the material. Another aspect that will have to be thoroughly modified as part of the process of digitization is the description of the shots -also called chronological analysis, timing, content etc.
Thematic descriptors. These descriptors will have to continue, clearly describing viewed and referred-to aspects in the audiovisual documents. Thematic identification has particular importance since it is the usual method of accessing the information. For these fields, the different television companies each use proprietary ad hoc tools, with thesauri being the formula employed to control the document language. There have also been experiments aimed at developing effective tools based on faceted classifications.
Geographical descriptors. These identify the place or places of the information and other geographical features viewed in the material such as towns, streets or buildings.
Chronological descriptors. These fields identify a series of aspects relating to the dates of the information and of the images.
Production data. This important area indicates the source of the information and its potential re-use and commercial exploitation in conformance with legal questions.
Broadcast data. This includes date and time of broadcast, coverage area, potential re-broadcasts, the different versions and languages etc. These are questions of no little importance that should be regarded as a means of controlling the information generated by the television company rather than merely as an access formula.
Location information. This is important in that, once the material has been analysed, it has to be readily -and rapidly -accessible to users. The location fields that identify signatures and deposits are fundamental. Digitization offers the possibility of there being a single link to get to the necessary information more quickly.
Responsibility for the information. This is a group of fields that identifies who was responsible for creating the audiovisual item or programme. Although there is an evident relationship with the Proper names fields, since these fields can include both individuals and corporate bodies with standing in law, they should not be regarded as Proper Names descriptors but as a means of controlling the intellectual authorship of the information or programme.
PROPER NAMES INFORMATION IN TELEVISION DATABASES
The identification of the individuals who are the principal agents of the information is absolutely indispensable due to the user's continual requests for audiovisual material. The identification task is not easy, since there exist neither audiovisual tools nor iconographic thesauri to indicate who is the character being viewed on the screen. The two crucial aspects for correct identification are cultural references and professional experience which might demand determination on the part of professional documentation researchers to find, if at all possible, the complete name of some character when at first identification seemed impossible. Software, still in the developmental stage, exists that attempts to identify the characters referred to or viewed on the sound track of the audiovisual material. There is still some way to go, however, before a task that is today purely a task of the documentalist can be carried out by such computer applications. The character to be identified has already to be in the stockshot library, and there has to be coincidence of physical features, lighting conditions, shot, camera movement etc.
The fields that an audiovisual database might contain include the following:
Terminological control of 'Anonymous Groups' Name CHARACTER Definition Names of the characters referred to in the document.
Scope
The fact that characters are referred to here is not an obstacle to prevent them being included in other fields such as Author or Shot/Character. The Proper Names assignment is not something which is arbitrary and lacking documental rigour, but has the purpose of making the database accessible to any user who may be unacquainted with the documentation tools and techniques used in its administration. Therefore norms will be adapted to provide better effective interrogation of the system by the users.
Priority in analysis
Image track ٗ Sound track ٗ ✗ Both ٗ
Entry
The rules that can be taken as the basis for the standardization of the access points of real persons' names for these services will be, for the case of Spain, the Cataloguing Rules of the Ministry of Culture. But to make this information accessible to the users, there is a need to do a series of modifications in accordance with how these users access the data.
The access point will be taken to be the name by which the person or character is commonly known, consistent with the denomination provided by the medium for which he or she works. The access point could therefore be a nickname, an alias, a pseudonym etc. Nevertheless, this name has to be submitted to the authorities for control before it can be reassigned from an unaccepted to an accepted access point. A pseudonym will have preference whenever it is the form by which the person or character is best known. With respect to the full form of the name, one will choose the formula most used by the person or character, followed by other criteria of choice such as the best known and then the complete form.
Retrieval
This field analyses the sound track, indicating the characters referred to in the news item. As is the case for all the Proper Names fields, entry is by means of the documentation tools that control the access points. Hence, these tools will also be used in querying the database.
Name SHOT PERSON
Definition Persons or characters viewed in the audiovisual item.
Scope
This, together with Shot/Theme, is without doubt the field that is most used to retrieve information. It indicates every person or character viewed in the document whose image is potentially re-usable, assigning the shot of the image, name and job description. The estimated time for a character to be included in this field should be at least 20 seconds, except in cases where no images of him or her exist. Another factor to consider is the quality -the view has to be as clear as possible, and not give rise to confusion of any kind.
Priority in analysis
Retrieval This field will be used to retrieve information on persons or characters, both as totals and as resources. One speaks of totals when the image becomes secondary, and it is the sound track -the voice cut -which is the most relevant information. This usually corresponds to press conferences, interviews, announcements etc. One speaks of resources when the person viewed is carrying out some type of action, such as climbing stairs, getting out of a car etc. Entry is by means of an authority control list, indicating the correct name for inclusion in the database. Whenever a new person or character appears, he or she will first have to be registered in the list by the documentation service.
Name PERSONS or CHARACTERS REFERRED TO
Definition Names of the persons or characters referred to on the image or sound tracks Scope This field will indicate all those persons or characters who are referred to on the image or sound tracks. The greatest possible objectivity is sought in all the fields, although it is especially important in fields which contain the name.
Priority in analysis
For this field, entry will conform to the norms established for the names of real persons. These will be included in a Proper Names list which will be used as an index for the retrieval of this information.
Name CORPORATE BODY or ENTITY
Definition Name of two or more individuals with a common identifying denomination, independent of whether this name corresponds to a corporate body with standing in law, in other words, legal entity.
Scope
This field is used to control all the corporate bodies referred to or viewed in the item of information. The corporate bodies may be of any type (political, social, cultural, NGOs etc.) and scope (neighbourhood, local, national, international) .
Priority in analysis
Entry
The entry of corporate body access points will conform to the Cataloguing Rules of the Ministry of Culture, except that the name by which the corporate body is best known will always be included.
Retrieval
Queries specifying referred-to corporate bodies are usually employed to locate people through their job or position. It is, however, an under-used field in retrieval. Its greatest utility is in sports information. Corporate bodies are registered in accordance with a documentation tool that includes the correct names, and which will be fundamental in retrieving documents.
Name SHOT/CORPORATE BODY
Definition Corporate bodies, with legal standing (legal entity) or without legal standing, which are viewed in themselves or in images of a group of individuals who represent that corporate body.
Scope
Registration does not require all the people in this corporate body to be viewed. It is enough to observe only a group of them. Whenever the corporate body's logo appears, it should be indicated in this field. It is customary to include political parties or sports teams during the normal performance of their activities, such as political meetings or sports events.
Priority in analysis
Image track ٗ ✗ Sound track ٗ Both ٗ
Entry

See Corporate Body
Retrieval
Especially useful for sports events, since the various teams appearing in the images are regarded as corporate bodies. An authority control list is used to standardize the names of both corporate bodies with standing in law (legal entity) and the various corporate bodies without legal standing.
Name CORPORATE BODIES REFERRED TO
Definition Indication of the corporate bodies referred to on the image and sound tracks.
Scope
Field which indicates the corporate body/bodies referred to on the document's image or sound tracks. Entry requires a major effort in interpretation, as was also the case with the Persons Referred To field, and has to be as objective as possible without allowing possible speculative interpretations.
Priority in analysis
Image track ٗ Sound track ٗ Both ٗ ✗ Entry See Corporate Body
Retrieval
Data retrieval through these terms will require recourse to the norms established for the entry, as well as to authority control.
Name INTERPRETER
Definition Person or corporate body that performs an artistic or fictional work in one of its various possibilities.
Scope
The names of the persons or groups that perform the work are indicated independently of the nature of the work.
Priority in analysis
Image track ٗ Sound track ٗ Both ٗ ✗
Entry
See Corporate Body or Person (Character) As well as the name of the interpreter, the function that is carried out will be given between angle brackets (< . . . >). For works of drama, the role or function performed will be indicated.
Retrieval
This field is used for the retrieval of information on artists in the exercise of their profession, so that diverse types of persons will be searched for. Inclusion in this field does not mean exclusion from other viewed fields such as Shot/Person. Authority control will be consulted for retrieval. Obviously, the interpreters may be referred to both as individuals and as groups. Whenever a name exists that covers a group, this will be assigned for the identification of its members.
Name AUTHOR
Definition Name of personal or corporate author whose work is viewed or heard in the document.
Scope
The type of work is not indicated -only the name of its intellectual author. The said author does not have to be viewed or referred to in the document. The works may be music, plays, paintings, sculptures etc. When the author of the document is also the interpreter, this information is reflected in both fields -Author and Interpreter. 
Priority in analysis
Retrieval
This is a useful field from various points of view for the retrieval and re-use of the artistic work of a given author.
AUTHORITY CONTROL AND THE GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORITY AND REFERENCE ENTRIES (GARE)
Authority control is the technical process by which access points (both valid and invalid) are unified according to standards that ensure the relevance and integrity of the retrieved document. Its purpose is therefore to facilitate the identification and retrieval of the material and Proper Names elements by avoiding homonyms, synonyms and the variety of names a person might use. Proper names authority control relies on a clear set of standards that efficiently regulate the choice and assignment of access points, and the preparation of authority records which indicate such aspects relating to the selected element as its definition, control, use and scope, sources and unaccepted forms.
For one-dimensional documents, there has always been observance of each country's cataloguing rules as the formula with which to identify and draft the access points. The reality is, however, that since they are designed for text (one-dimensional) documents, they lack meaning for multidimensional documents of a varied nature such as those of television moving-image archives.
The Guidelines for Authority and Reference Entries (GARE) together with various countries' cataloguing rules have been used to standardize Proper Names access points.
GARE emerged in 1978 with the creation of the workgroup about the Authorities International System organized by IFLA (International Federation Library Associations). This workgroup had the aims of defining the constituting elements of an authority registration and preparing a format to interchange data. The outcomes take the form of a first draft of the GARE in 1983.
The GARE distinguish three classes of authority records: a) Authorized heading. The valid form for inclusion in the database together with the necessary information notes that explain and analyse the record's choice and use. b) Reference heading. Redirection of the user from either an unauthorized heading or an authorized related heading to appropriate authorized heading(s). c) Explanatory reference heading: A form of heading (authorized or unauthorized) that does not redirect the user to other authorized forms but to a generic group or class of headings.
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Name COLLABORATORS Definition Relevant personnel of the television company who help put the news programmes together.
Scope
No recognition is given to collaborators in today's television news programmes, except when an event of major importance occurs, when the time devoted to these programmes is also far greater. The collaborators, fixed or occasional, are given greater relevance in programmes where the information is presented to a certain degree as a show, in other words, magazine programmes. The selection of these elements depends on company policy. Collaborators are currently publicly recognized persons, not only because of their work, but also because their constant presence in the communication media endows them with a certain popularity, normally evanescent. Since this element may also be assigned to the Shot/Person field as being viewed in the document, it is convenient to separate the individuals who are agents in the action from those who collaborate in the programme by contributing opinions about the facts. Also, the retrieved images of these collaborators will always correspond to the well-prepared conditions of studio recordings.
Priority in analysis
Image track
Besides the name, an indication will be given of the profession or occupation for which the person is known by the audience.
Retrieval
Querying the database by means of Proper Names descriptors of individual persons. The query may also include other Proper Names fields, such as Shot/Person.
The areas and structure of the GARE are as follows:
CONTROL OF 'ANONYMOUS GROUPS' FOR AUDIOVISUAL TELEVISION CATALOGUES
As was seen above, there can be multiple Proper Names access points in the complex structures of the databases of television Document Information Systems. Their complexity derives from the users' real needs as reflected in the queries they put to the system. But the multidimensional audiovisual nature of the documents is so complex that even with multiple access points it is impossible to satisfy journalists' information requirements in full. Hence -and, we would again stress, in response to users' real needs -one has to consider a solution for a type of query to which no response is given by the fields indicated above (not all of which even then are included by television companies since there is no standardized norm). These queries involve what we shall here call 'Anonymous Groups'. By 'Anonymous Groups', we mean groups of two or more persons which, because they lack any character of 'corporate body' whether with a legal status or not, have no clearly established denomination.
Journalists do not always request images of George Bush, the Dutch football team, or groups of people who belong to a sect or a terrorist organization (requests that would have been resolved with the fields shown above). They often require images corresponding to groups of people who come together for a particular goal or with a common ideal. There will be no response corresponding to supporters of the Democratic Party, or Los Angeles Lakers fans, with the current structures in television databases, and these are the elements that need to be controlled.
To continue with the above examples, a request involving supporters of the Democratic Party cannot be confused with one for members of that political party, since not all the people viewed will be formally affiliated with the party. Requesting a group of supporters of the party implies the initial anonymity of the persons viewed, together with some distinguishing features that indicate their membership of the group, such as caps, colours, flags etc. The case would be similar for information requests about fans of a sports club or a national sports team, in which one would quite naturally expect to see fans in their team colours, singing the team's songs together etc.
The need to control these categories seems obvious if they are required by users and, as with other access points, they have to be standardized. The phases do not differ from other types of terminological control tasks. In the first phase, the principal access point will be created, checking it against present authority lists in case it already exists. If not, then a valid formula will be created, attempting to control for homonyms, synonyms and multiple meanings. The second phase consists of preparing the equivalence ('see'), association ('see also'), and hierarchy cross references. Finally, the data is transformed into a digital record.
It would be absolutely unthinkable to create a list of all the possible anonymous groups to be included in television companies' authority listings. The possibilities clearly cover a wide range, from the political and sports perspectives of the examples above, to security forces and related bodies (Paris Fire Brigade, Chicago Police etc.), NGOs (Red Cross volunteers), socially oriented groups (anti-globalization demonstrators) etc. In sum, the possibilities are many and the company's personnel would have to be permanently on the alert for potential new groups.
Given the variety and singularity of the forms and queries used in audiovisual documentation for television, the best working strategy to take in approaching terminological control consists of frequent and regular meetings between the documentalists in charge of administering the system, the professionals responsible for the contract with the users who query the database and, of course, the journalist users themselves.
One could indicate a set of rules for terminological control, such as giving first the corporate body and then the description of the action or affinity of the group ('Real Madrid, fans'), or giving the information in direct order ('followers Roman Catholicism'). While the former perhaps seems more coherent, the correct form to use will be determined on the basis of a transactional analysis of the users' queries.
One may observe that a great deal of importance is being given to the users' queries. The reason is twofold. First, the users are the raison d'être of television companies' document information systems. The origin of documentation departments was the need to provide a useful, agile and fast service to the company's journalists. The documentation department therefore cannot expect users to adapt themselves to it, but must make an effort to adapt to them. The second is the need for speed. Search formulas that use excessively complex and standardized sets of rules will hence be unacceptable. Television production methods demand answers in minutes (with the exception of work done for weekly programmes).
There is also an element that makes it necessary to improve the tools used in the system. This is the users' direct access to the databases. The digitization of the production, broadcasting and conservation processes makes it easier and faster for the journalist to retrieve the information by accessing the catalogues directly. To this end, the corporation's intranets should optimize accessibility from the results of ergonomic studies based on the ease and rapidity of querying the databases. English hooligans, Boston Celtics fans, fans of the US Equestrian Team, Amnesty International volunteers, supporters of the US Republican Party etc., are some of the anonymous group possibilities that might be indicated in the descriptions of television moving images. The GARE structure could be used to control the anonymous groups that in neither the cataloguing rules nor the Proper Names indexes appear as valid access points. The use of existing, currently valid, standards gives greater integrity to the information service's authority catalogue, and hence the determination to use the same structure. The information notes will need specifying in particular in order to make it clear when and how the images will have to be observed to be included as an access point in the document record. The description will have to attain uniformity across the system's entire team of documentalists, so that it will have to be exact and clear, exempt from any ambiguity that might lead to confusion in its use and scope.
For those who are unacquainted with the type of image description used for these documents, the following is an example: As one can see, the series of shots are described in their chronological order of appearance in the information recorded by the broadcaster's staff. Not all of this material was broadcast. The first indication is the chronological location of the images on the support. This is followed by an indication of the shot and camera angle, and then the shot is described in free text. Note that, from this description, there will later be identified Persons Viewed (Boris Yeltsin and Bill Clinton), Persons Referred-To (Franklin Delano Roosevelt), as well as other access points -thematic, geographical and chronological (dates).
There does not seem to be any problem with the above description since only individual persons are referred to. But let us now analyse the following examples: 
CONCLUSIONS
• That the specificity and singularity of moving image documents in television evidently affect their treatment, conservation and dissemination.
• That the audiovisual nature of television information requires a multidimensional analysis examining both the image track and the sound track, identifying Proper Names, chronological, thematic and geographical aspects, and that in the case of the image track there is the possibility of analysing both persons and corporate bodies (with or without legal standing).
• That, in view of the users' requests put to the databases, and the existing possibilities of description, it is necessary to determine what we have called 'Anonymous Groups', which are groups of persons with no denomination as a corporate body nor with a personality in the legal sense.
Terminological control of 'Anonymous Groups'
• That there exists no standard for the identification and entry of these elements in the principal cataloguing rules or authority control guidelines, but that it is necessary to control them so as to make retrieval easy and fast. It is therefore necessary to determine the form of valid access. It must be clearly borne in mind, however, that current norms are not valid for this purpose, and the form of access will have to be adapted to how they are requested by the users, who always are and will be -or should be -the be-all and end-all of every Document Information System. Translator: Pedro Pérez Gómez
